Airports Open House
Exits and Road Closures

Legend

- **Barricade**
- **Detour Routes**
  - Left Turn ONLY
  - Right Turn ONLY
  - Runway Parking Egress
  - Sponsor Egress
  - ADA Egress
  - Road Closure/No Thoroughfare

**Exit from Southern Section of Runway to AIRPORT BLVD**
- LEFT TURN ONLY
- Parking in this Area has no EXIT during Airport Blvd Closure

**Exit from Northern Section of Runway to BURCHELL AVE**
- RIGHT TURN ONLY
- Closed from Approx 3:00 - 8:00pm

ADA/Sponsor Exit
- RIGHT TURN ONLY

Parking in this Area has no EXIT during Airport Blvd Closure

Closed from Approx 3:00 - 8:00pm